Abstract-In order to improve satellite network performance, an algorithm of congestion control based on traffic of Ground Terminals is proposed in this paper. Because the resource in satellite switching system is limited, some different strategies are adopted to control the congestion in this algorithm, which combines open-loop and close-loop based on the current state of onboard buffer. The analysis and simulation results show that the proposed algorithm has the better performance in cell loss rate, and congestion in the onboard buffer can be avoided, which guarantees the switching performance of satellite network.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the development trends in satellite communication is onboard switching, by which satellite can switch the data among multi-beams. Accordingly, the satellite switching will greatly accelerate the development of satellite communication [1] .
On the other hand, the resource of satellite switching system is limited. If the total payload in local time exceeds the maximum throughput of the system, large number cells will be lost and there will been a sharp decline in the performance of system, which is named congestion [2] , [3] . Only increasing the buffer of onboard switching can delay the congestion, but the congestion phenomenon is unable to be decreased or resolved. The onboard switching also cannot be self-recovery by this strategy. Consequently, it is necessary to study the congestion control strategy in the satellite switch systems, in order to guarantee the switching performance of satellite network.
With the characteristics of satellite-to-earth links, an algorithm of congestion control based on traffic of ground terminals is proposed in this paper. The algorithm adopts different congestion control strategies, which are based on the current state of onboard buffer, in order to increase the performance of onboard switching. This paper is arranged as follows: the new congestion control algorithm we propose is described in Section II, in which the idea of the algorithm is introduced in detail; the implementation way and flow are showed in Section III; then the simulation results of the new algorithm is analyzed in Section IV. At last, Section V concludes the paper.
II. THE ALGORITHM OF CONGESTION CONTROL BASED ON SATELLITE SWITCHING
The solutions of congestion control are commonly divided two classes. One of the solutions is Open-Loop control, and the other is Close-loop control. The Open-Loop control strategy is a prevention policy, which restricts the traffic of input cell by the prior knowledge or some control measures, in order to reduce the probability of congestion and enable the onboard switching to recover from the severely congestion. On the other hand, the Close-Loop control strategy is a reactive policy. In this strategy, the onboard switching sends control message to ground source terminal in order to reduce the cell sending rate of ground source terminal when the congestion in the onboard switching gets worse.
Because the satellite-to-earth links have long delay, the adopted congestion control strategy is Open-Loop commonly [4] , [5] . But the problem of congestion in onboard switching can't be resolved greatly only using this method. When the cell sending rates of ground source terminal exceeds the reservation rate, the total payload in local time may exceed the maximum throughput of the system. Accordingly, we propose an algorithm of congestion control based on traffic of ground terminals, which adopts different congestion control strategies based on the current state of onboard buffer.
In satellite switching system, the ground source terminals should send the connection setup request message to onboard switching before sending data. Then the onboard switching decides whether or not to agree the request according to the available resource in the onboard switching and the characteristic of downlink and uplink. If the connection setup request is agreed by onboard switching, the resource such as reservation bandwidth and connection references value are reserved, then the onboard switching sends message to ground source terminals which indicates the connection setup request message is agreed. The ground source terminals can send data only when receiving the connection setup success message from onboard switching.
When the congestion appears in the onboard switching because of the high traffic burst load or the sending rate of ground source terminal exceeding the reservation rate, the total payload in local time will exceed the maximum throughput of the system. The onboard switching decides whether or not to send alert message to the ground source terminals or discard all the cells of one connect directly according to the congestion level.
III. THE REALIZATION OF CONGESTION CONTROL ALGORITHM BASED ON SATELLITE SWITCHING

A. Steps of Realization
The congestion control algorithm based on satellite switching proposed in this paper can be realized as follows.
Firstly, the ground source terminals send the connection setup request message to the onboard switching, which conclude parameters of the connection, such as services metric, traffic type, QoS Requirement, and so on. The onboard switching decides whether or not to accept this request by the available resource in the onboard switching and the characteristic of downlink and uplink. If this request is accepted, the onboard switching sends the connection setup success message to the ground source terminal. Then the ground source terminal can send cells by the reservation rate. If this request is refused, the onboard switching sends the connection setup failure message to the ground source terminal. Then the ground source terminal can't send cells. The process is shown as Fig. 1 . Secondly, when the congestion will appear in the onboard switching on hand, the onboard switching should send alert message to the ground source terminals according to the number of connection and cells in the onboard buffer. Fig. 2 shows this process. After receiving the alert message, the ground terminal should stop to send cells until the congestion is mitigated in the onboard switching. Fig. 2 . When the congestion will appear on hand, the onboard switching sends alert message to ground terminal.
Because the onboard switching has get the parameters of the connection, such as services metric, traffic type, QoS requirement, and so on the switching encapsulates these information as the label of the inner cells. When the number of cells in the onboard buffer arrives at the pre-established alarm thresholds the onboard switching sends alert message by inner label to ground source terminals which send disobedient cells or affect the flow of onboard switching extremely. At the same time, this information is reported to the ground network control center. The ground source terminals which receive the alert message should stop sending cells because of the congestion in the onboard switching. This state will stand for a period of time, and then the ground source terminal resumes the normal sending state.
After sending the alert message by onboard switching, if the congestion isn't mitigated and the number of cells in the onboard buffer arrives at the pre-established discard thresholds, the onboard switching should discard some cells.
B. Discarding Strategy
The discarding strategy in this paper adopts the way of connection oriented. The identifier in the head of the cells can guarantee that the discarded cells belong to one connection, and the discarded connection can be also chosen according to this identifier. When setting up one connection, the parameters of services metric, traffic type and QoS requirements are identified by the onboard switching and this information are saved in the onboard forwarding table. When the cells are sent to the onboard switching, the switching encapsulates this information as the inner label of the inner cells, which can be used to discard cells.
The disobedient cells should be discarded firstly, and then the low priority cells are discarded. If the cells of this discarded connection arrive at the onboard switching, the cells are discarded continuously when the number of cells in the onboard buffer exceeds the pre-established discard thresholds; and the cells are reserved when the number of cells under the pre-established discards thresholds. At the same time, the onboard switching should send notification message to the ground network control center and the ground source terminal when sends the discarded cells. Fig. 3 shows the process of discarding cells. In this figure, the onboard switching discards all cells in one connection, and then notifies the ground terminal. The connection information is saved in the identifier of cells, such as identifier of input and output port, priority, and so on; therefore it can be guarantee that the discarded cells belong to one connection. Then the feedback is sent to the ground source terminal when the cells are discarded. Fig. 3 . After congestion, the onboard switching discards cell, and sends notification cell to the ground terminal.
IV. SIMULATION
A. Simulation Model
In this chapter, the processes of sending buffer and switching cells are simulated by Matlab. Then the performance between the algorithm of congestion control based on satellite switching and the other algorithm without congestion control strategy are compared. Because the satellite has multi-beams and every beam has one corresponding port of switching. The switching we choose to simulate and study has eight ports.
The generation，buffer，switching and output are finished in one slot at the same time and one slot means the time of switching one cell. Suppose the arrival processes of every port are mutually independent, and the buffer sizes of input and output queues are big enough. The traffic model of input port can be described as two stochastic processes, which are the process of cell generation and the process of output port selection.
The common arrival processes of cells have two kinds, which are the independent Bernoulli distribution and the burstiness process with Geometric distribution. Because the character is similar between the burstiness process and the real arrival process, the burstiness process is chosen to be simulated in this chapter.
The burstiness process can be simulated by the model of ON/OFF, in which many cells have the same destination address for every burstiness slot. Suppose the lengths of burstiness and static are Geometric distribution with the parameters are Pb and Pe respectively.
The probability distribution function of ON state is the probability of sending burst cells for x slots:
The probability distribution function of OFF state is the probability of static state standing of x slots:
In the above formulae, x can be zero, which means sending cells continuously. There are two different data streams, and the destination ports are different between the two streams.
The parameters in the actual emulation are average burst length M and the payload L, and then we can compute that
The simulation process is as follows: A random number u i is generated before sending a cell, which is between 0 and 1.The cell burst length i and the idle slots length j can be computed as the formulae.
After computing the number i and j, the same cell is generated in the continuous i slots, that means these cells will be sent to the same output port. And then the idle cells will be generated in the latter j slots. Every input port is independent of others in the simulation, and the valid cells are decorrelated to the idle cells. It will appear that more than one cell are sent to the same output port, but some other output ports may be idle at the same time.
B. Simulation Results
The simulation time in this section is 100000 slots, and the arrival process of cells is the burstiness process. Then the cell loss rates are simulated and analyzed between the algorithm of congestion control based on satellite switching and the other algorithm without congestion control strategy. The performance of the proposed congestion control algorithm can be verified, and it will be found that whether the purpose of congestion control can be realized. When there are not any default cells, the satellite switching doesn't drop the cells with the congestion control algorithm proposed by this paper. Consequently the cell loss rates of the two strategies are simulated and compared only when there are some default cells. Fig. 4 . Cell loss ratio between the algorithm of congestion control based on satellite switching (different probabilities for default cell) and the other algorithm without congestion control strategy. Fig. 4 compares cell loss ratio between the algorithm of congestion control based on satellite switching and the other algorithm without congestion control strategy, for which the payload is from 0.55 to 0.95 and the burst length is 16. In this figure, the cell loss rates of some different probabilities for default cell are also compared.
The figure shows that the proposed algorithm has the smaller cell loss ratio than the other algorithm without congestion control strategy. The conclusion is found from the simulation that the proposed algorithm in this paper, which combines the open-loop and close-loop based on the current state of onboard buffer, can reduce cell loss ratio of onboard switching obviously.
V. CONCLUSION
The congestion control algorithm based on satellite switching is proposed in this paper. The different strategies are adopted to control the congestion, which combine the open-loop and close-loop based on the current state of onboard buffer. This algorithm can control the congestion in order to improve satellite switching performance. At the same time, the cell loss rates are simulated and analyzed between the algorithm of congestion control based on satellite switching and the other algorithm without congestion control strategy, and the arrival process of cells is the burstiness process. The analysis and simulation results show that the proposed algorithm has the better performance than others in cell loss rate, which can mitigate congestion of onboard switching. Consequently, this algorithm can be adopted in the onboard switching, the resource of which is limited.
